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PROGRAM MISSION
TMS Thrive exists to equip American
and international pastors with the
skills to thrive in ministry though cross-cultural dialogue,
relationship building, workshops, and immersion experiences.
DESIRED PROGRAM OUTCOMES
With the pandemic and other current pressures on churches,
recent data from Barna and World Vision shows that 43% of all
pastors have seriously considered leaving the ministry in the
past two years. At this point in their careers, they have lost
their initial passion for ministry. TMS Thrive seeks to reduce
attrition and provide pastors with the skills needed to thrive
holistically to more effectively join Jesus in the call to fulfill the
Great Commission.

Furthermore, we clearly can see that when the pastor thrives,
the congregation thrives, and that thriving congregations
contribute significantly to thriving communities.
TMS Thrive also seeks to cultivate deeper
connections with church members to
meaningfully engage in the ministry of
global missions.
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ACTIVITIES
Since the inception of the program our inaugural cohort of 9 American pastors and 8 Ghanaian
pastors has participated in regular personal coaching and group Zoom sessions designed to help them
strengthen spiritual practices, explore cultural differences, and learn self-care tools.

SELECT SURVEY FEEDBACK FROM SESSIONS:
The [exercises in the session were] so practical and centering. It has had a positive impact on me. I am
happy to understand and be on the journey of learning to be.
-from January session with Pastor Juanita Rasmus, “Learning to Be”
From the April session with Rev. Dr. Joseph W. Daniels, Jr., “Developing Thriving Communities”.
As a result of this session, I plan to do the following action step(s):
•
•
•
•
•

Creating small clusters of churches to go thru “The Power of Real” together
Continuing to work on building relationships with the community, public, and government sectors.
Build more authentic relationship with more community members
Look at past things about me. Look deeper into community voice.
Continue on the path forward of all that was offered in today’s presentation

Cross Cultural Immersion(s): While the cross-cultural immersion that was planned to occur in
the summer of 2021 did not happen because of concern about the Covid-19 Delta variant, we
were able convene the American participants in Houston in September and the Ghanaian
participants in Accra in October and December.
The focus of these sessions was on creating a vision for building thriving communities. Coaches
from both the US and Ghana participated in both sessions, facilitating sessions based on TMS
Global’s “Crash Course” video training series.
Fundraising
•
•
•

Received a grant from the John Templeton Foundation for $233,900, which was awarded in
February 2022.
Preparing a full proposal for the Bolick Foundation for $50,000 to seed the next cohort.
Reviewing opportunities with the Duke Endowment, Lily Foundation and others.
*participant responses
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In what way(s) did the Thrive Ghana meeting give you a stronger sense of connection
with your cohort, coach or those whom you coach?
RESPONSES
Seeing the reality in rural Ministry in some parts of Ghana
It was the first time I met 2 of my Coachees and other Cohort members in person. I had the opportunity
to witness first hand how some of the Pastors were thriving and impacting their communities.
Face to face engagement strengthened our bond.
It helped me to start every ministry with a dream and causes me to depend on God when the dream is big.
Being together with the other participants and coaches was not only exciting, but very educative as people
shared their experiences, asked relevant questions, and revealed their dreams for life. There was opportunity
to connect to others and to learn and share.
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What was your most impactful moment from the Thrive Ghana meeting?
RESPONSES
The trip to Tamale was an eye opener. The visit to the community enroute to Yendi which had a School with
dozens of children with just one dedicated, passionate and resourceful teacher will remain with me for
ever. I saw how he was using whatever was available to impact in the lives of the children.
Start with what is in your hands. Learnt this from the Tamale teacher.
Going to the north and seeing a whole new world
The encounter with Jeremiah the Teacher at D.C. Kura where he made use of what was available to him. His
commitment to help the pupils in whatever way possible.
To understand every situation before passing judgment.

What was your top takeaway from the Thrive Ghana meeting?
RESPONSES
There is a lot of work to be done and there are resources available (to me). They have to be used well and
wisely to fulfill the Vision God has given to me.
Use what is in your hands and the need to align our dreams with our words.
The takeaway for me was the realization that we can use what is in our hands no matter how small we perceive
it to be
Every big dream you are committed can be achieved.
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How will you apply the takeaway in your life?
RESPONSES
Put in place new ideas to thrive in my ministry
I will make better use of my time and skills. I will also provide varying forms of support to encourage that
teacher. I will figure out the most effective way to support the teacher and the school.
I will be driven by radical possibility in my areas of Strength and consolidate what is in my hands
My church needs a way forward and I’ve been feeling helpless about it but now I see how I can use what
is around me to advise my leadership team
By taking the step of faith to do whatever big dream i have.
The lessons in this program shall serve as guidelines in my plans for ministry.

How will the Ghana meeting help you thrive?
RESPONSES
I have seen some new ways to do my Ministry, in Yendi and the village school. I can consult any of my
colleagues and coaches to assist me.
I am already spending more time alone and trusting God to gain clarity on my Vision and big dreams that He
will help me to make a reality.
By reminding me that the size of my vision should not overwhelm me because it is God who will make it happen
By the understanding that everything is possible.
Making new friends and sharing ideas in drawing others to Christ.
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In what ways did the data and conversation help you to look at your personal thriving
and see areas for improvement?
RESPONSES
It challenged me to rethink the way I have gone about ministry over the years. I saw the need to improve upon my
approach to handling the flock under my care.
Learning to be myself and not pleasing anybody, at the same time fulfilling my call.
In a way that rest is important and therefore now take it seriously. Church attendance is not going to be the same
and not to be too hard on self.
The data presented helped me to think about how we should shape the congregational identity as we prepare for
the future.
It made me reflect on how to take a more personal responsibility for my spirituality.

What was your top takeaway from the Thrive Houston meeting?
RESPONSES
We are called to LIVE!
That I need to claim my deserving to be happy, prosperous, fulfilled etc.
Meaning is the new currency I can serve and enjoy life to the fullness
Seeing conflict as a disruption of the norm and an invitation for growth.
Burnout is real however there are many ways practical ways to deal with that
The importance of conflict being an invitation into self. Also hearing afresh the story of St. John’s and the good
work coupled with bouts of personal challenges
The importance of reaching out to others.
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How will you apply what you have learned?
RESPONSES
I am intentionally assessing my actions to ensure they align with living; is this healthy, is this life giving (for me
and others)
Spending time in a quiet space daily and taking steps towards starting a Community impact project that I have
been thinking about.
Not feel overwhelmed by all the things I have to do but enjoy each one as I’m doing it
Maintain my breathing exercise Making fear serve me
Develop my conflict Management presentation that I will use in my work with clients and in my personal life.
I work with priests spouses and I plan to share these with them to help them manage some of their challenges
Reach out more to people in my community and contribute to communal growth and development

How will the Houston meeting help you thrive?
RESPONSES
Over the last couple of weeks I’ve reflected on the love in the space and the intentionality in creating
community. It’s been informing my ministry and personal space.
It has given me a renewed sense of purpose and self worth as well as striving for what I want.
Being hopeful for deeper connections within ministry and to better care for myself and my relationship with
God.
It is encouragement to not feel bad about prioritizing things that are important to my well being
It will help me thrive more in my pursuit of my mission and purpose.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
March 2022 –Thrive participants will meet in person in Accra, Ghana for the first full cohort
meeting. TMS Board Member Dr. Philipia Hillman will facilitate the meeting, with the purpose
of helping the cohort unleash God’s power to drive their individual and collective vision.
Outcomes include:
• Opportunity to connect and strengthen relationships
• Personal growth as we leverage TMS Thrive’s tools
• Readiness and rejuvenated to carry out God’s vision

Spring 2022

December 2022

Initiate planning for second and third Thrive

Thrive team trip to Kenya to lay groundwork

cohorts

for the inaugural Thrive Kenya cohort.

September 2022

Spring 2023

Second Thrive meeting with purpose of

Launch first Thrive Kenya/US cohort

solidifying plans for continued engagement
with and support of each other postprogram and celebration of the Thrive
journey.

Fall 2023
Launch second Thrive
Ghana/US cohort
Summer 2024

October 2022
Completion of the inaugural cohort of TMS

Launch first Thrive London/US cohort

Thrive.
Thank you for your support of TMS Thrive.
*participant responses
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NOTES
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Thank you for helping our pastors Thrive.

TMSThrive.org
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